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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two statements about PEM are correct?
A. Encrypts data for B2B transmissions
B. Provides aggregate insights on business transactions

C. Recommends best partners to fulfill
D. Manages external partners as well as users within the
sponsor organization
E. Provides pre-defined onboarding activities
Answer: D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
At his recent appraisal CD discussed his development needs with
PQ, his line manager. In particular CD has said that he would
like the opportunity to take on more responsibility. Which of
the following job design techniques could PQ use to support
CD's development?.
A. Job significance
B. Job enlargement
C. Job rotation
D. Job enrichment
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Jenna Stuart is a financial analyst for Deuce Hardware Company,
a U.S. company that reports its results in
U.S. dollars. Wayward Distributing, Inc., is a foreign
subsidiary of Deuce Hardware, which began operations on January
1,2007. Wayward is located in a foreign country and reports its
results in the local currency called the Rho. Selected balance
sheet information for Wayward is shown in the following table.
Stuart has been asked to analyze how the reported financial
results of Wayward will be affected by the choice of the
all-current or temporal methods of accounting for foreign
operations. She has gathered the following exchange rate
information on the $/Rho exchange rate:
* Spot rate on 1/01/08: $0.35 per Rho
* Spot rate on 12/31/08: $0.45 per Rho
* Average spot rate during 2008: $0.42 per Rho
Will total asset turnover (calculated using end-of-period
balance sheet figures) likely be larger when calculated from
the Rho financial statements or the financial statements
translated into the reporting currency (US$) using the
all-current method?
A. Larger on US$ statements.
B. Larger on Rho statements.
C. No difference.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
If the Rho is appreciating, mixed ratios like return on assets
and total asset turnover (using end-of-pcriod balance sheet

figures) calculated from the local currency statements will be
larger than the same ratios calculated from the reporting
currency statements that were translated using the all-current
method. For example, under the all-current method net income
will be translated at the lower average rate ($0.42) and assets
will be rramlared at the higher ending rate ($0.45). Therefore
the original return on assets (ner income divided by total
assets) from the Rho statements will be higher than the ratio
after it is translated into the reporting currency. (Study
Session 6, LOS 23.d,e)
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